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7Abstract

8The necessary and sufficient condition to record brain responses to signals ascending through C-

9fibers seems to be avoidance of concomitant activation of Adelta-fibers. Several explanations are

10offered in the literature. One more is added, based on the phenomenon of post-event desynchro-

11nisation. Four methods, having in common the ability to selectively activate C-fiber afferents, are

12currently used to obtain ultralate-laser evoked potentials (LEPs) in a reliable way and with the

13appropriate latency. Exception made for the difference in latency, mainly due to the difference in

14peripheral conduction time, morphology and dynamic topography of the ultralate-LEPs (C-fibers), are

15similar to the late-LEPs (Adelta-fibers). These results suggest that both pathways have common

16cortical generators. D 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
17
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19
20211. Introduction

22It is well accepted now that first and second pain, characterized earlier by Lewis and

23Ponchin [1], are produced by separate neural mechanisms. The first pain is a ‘sharp’

24‘pricking’ sensation, well localized and does not last long. In contrast, second pain is ‘dull’,

25‘burning’ or ‘aching’ and spreads far beyond the spatial and temporal limits of the evoking

26stimulus. Psychophysical (reviewed in Ref. [2]) and neurophysiological (reviewed in Ref.

27[3]) studies have clearly shown that the two different perceptual responses are related to the

28activation of A-delta and C primary, respectively, afferents and that these two groups ac-

29tivate very different central neural processes [4].
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30With large (� 100 mm2), brief (tens of ms) and powerful ( ± 10 mJ/mm2) laser heat

31stimuli directed to the dorsum of hand or foot, subjects (even unfamiliar with the stimulus)

32spontaneously report a characteristic double pain sensation. Several experiments [5,6]

33have revealed that this double perceptual component can be ascribed to the selective ac-

34tivation of A-delta and C-fibers terminating in the superficial layers of skin (above the

35dermo-epidermal junction). Indeed, the high power of the laser, producing heat ramps of

36thousand of �C/s, activates quasi synchronously the terminals of the thin afferents [7].

37However, the large difference in conduction velocity of both afferents ( ± 10 m/s for A-

38delta and ± 1 m/s for C-fibers) determines the difference in arrival time of the two afferent

39barrages at the spinal level. Depending on the peripheral nerve conduction distance (d) and

40assuming a similar receptor activation time for both groups, the difference in arrival time

41can range from about 100 ms (for stimulation in the trigeminal area d = ± 0.15 m) up to

42more than 1 s (for stimulation on the dorsum of the foot d = 1.15 m). Thus, well-controlled

43and brief laser stimuli of remote skin areas should provide an experimental means of

44producing selective and time-locked activation of small fiber afferents. More precisely, it

45should allow better discrimination between electrophysiological (e.g. laser evoked brain

46potentials (LEPs)) and behavioral responses (e.g. simple reaction time) evoked by acti-

47vation of A-delta and C-fibers in humans.

48However, LEPs recorded following the above-mentioned laser stimulation conditions

49display distinct components in a time window only compatible with the arrival time of

50information carried by A-delta fibers [7]. The morphology of this well-defined late-LEPs

51is a triphasic or W-shaped waveform at the vertex. The latency and amplitudes of these

52peak components can vary, depending on the recording parameters and experimental

53conditions. However, they are mostly characterized by a first peak (N1) at a latency of

54about 170 ms bilateral but maximum at the contralateral temporal leads, and a second

55negativity N2 at a latency of 250 ms maximum at Cz followed by a large positivity P2 at

56390 ms also maximum at Cz. Numerous studies have shown that this late-LEP (i.e. the N2/

57P2 complex) is a correlate of first pain (for a review, see Ref. [8]). As a fact, although the

58laser stimuli produced a clear double pain sensation, no significant time-locked electrical

59brain activity has been detected at the appropriate latency for an action of C-fiber, i.e. an

60ultralate-LEP (components >700 ms) [9]. For the absence of this ultralate-LEP, possibly C-

61fiber related, separate investigators have brought up different explanations and we shall

62add a new one.

632. Where is the electrophysiological brain correlate of second pain?

64The first interpretation is based on the non-stationarity or large time-jitter of the C-fiber

65related brain potentials. Time averaging of such signals will have a reverse effect on the

66signal to noise ratio by reducing the amplitude and increasing the latency [10]. Indeed, the

67nerve conduction velocity (NCV) of C-fibers varies greatly and, moreover, is not constant.

68For instance, each consecutive activation reduces the NCV [11]. These factors have been

69held responsible for the great variation in latency of C-fiber related responses. In addition,

70superposition of the evoked potential with the ongoing EEG introduces a phase distortion

71imitating an additional latency jitter. This is the reason why several investigators used

L. Plaghki, A. Mouraux / International Congress Series 00 (2001) 000–0002
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72latency corrected averaging procedures (Woody filtering, time-shifted averaging) already

73for the study of the late-LEPs [12–14]. However, these procedures must be used with great

74caution as they may generate artefactual potentials with shapes similar to pain related

75potentials [13]. However, even with these tools, no signal is detected in a time window for

76ultralate-LEPs [9]. However, Arendt-Nielsen [15] reported that frequency domain analysis

77of a ‘C-fiber EEG segment’ (i.e. post-stimulus time interval of 1–2 s) revealed a sig-

78nificant correlation of mean peak frequency and power density with the second pain sen-

79sation induced by strong laser stimulation of the hand. Nevertheless, he interpreted his

80results very cautiously by writing ‘‘that the detected responses reflect a sequence of central

81events rather than a direct projection of the neural transmission of C-fiber activity’’.

82It has been proposed that the absence of a second brain response could be explained by

83the co-activation of Adelta-fibers inhibiting segmentary spinal transmission of afferent C-

84fibers [15]. Indeed, a central prolonged inhibition (lasting several minutes) can be pro-

85duced by repetitive stimulation of peripheral nerves in primates [16]. The best inhibition is

86produced when Adelta-fibers are stimulated. Katz et al. [17] showed a similar interaction

87between unspecified large and small diameter fibers on the electrically evoked responses

88in anaesthetized cats. However, how then can subjects perceive the second pain?

89Bromm and Treede [18] speculated that the Adelta afferent barrage induces a refractory

90state of the cortical generators, rendering the cortex less sensitive to the subsequent C-fiber

91related input. The pricking pain sensation may modulate the attention to the burning second

92pain component. Indeed, evoked responses are reduced if the subject is aware of the sti-

93mulus timing [19] much in the same way as when the inter-stimulus interval is reduced [18].

94In contrast, with selective attention to the second pain, an ultralate-LEP with the appropriate

95latency can sometimes be revealed [20].

96Finally, we bring some evidence showing that a post-stimulus induced desynchronisa-

97tion may possibly be linked to the absence of the brain correlate of C-fiber activation. In the

98time–frequency representation obtained by means of a complex Morlet’s wavelet transform

99of a conventional time averaged LEP (Fig. 1A), one can see the power in the low frequency

100band centered in a time window where the response to Adelta-fiber activation is expected

101(Fig. 1B), but again nothing in a window where we can expect to find a correlate of the

102second pain. However, the time domain averaging procedure cancels out all the induced

103activities, i.e. all activities not strictly phase-locked to the stimulus. When we apply the

104discrete wavelet transform to each single trial, followed by an averaging of the powers

105across trials (Fig. 1C), it becomes possible to identify non-phase locked activity. One can

106see that there was an important and broad-band gap following the late LEP. A decrease of

107rhythmic activity, especially within the alpha band, occurring during event-related phenom-

108ena is indicative of desynchronisation [21]. Most important is the fact that this short lasting

109desynchronisation is centered on the time window where one can expect to observe a

110correlate of second pain. We hypothesize that this phenomenon of event-related desynch-

111ronisation may be held responsible, at least in part, for the disappearance of the brain res-

112ponse to signals ascending through C-fibers and linked to the second pain sensation.

113What can we do to avoid the interference of such a short-lasting phenomenon: simply

114try to activate much more separately in time or, even better, to activate selectively the C-

115fibers, i.e. without concomitant Adelta activation. To our knowledge, there are four such

116methods currently available. They are based on well-known differential properties of the
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117two groups of afferents: resistance to ischemia, heat threshold, pathogenic agents and

118distribution density in the upper skin. They are presented in the next section.

1193. Methods allowing to activate directly and selectively C-fibers

120

1213.1. Method 1: selective ischemic conduction blockade of A-fibers

122The first method takes advantage of the fact that the slightly myelinated Adelta-fibers

123are less resistant to ischemia than the non-myelinated C-fibers. Using this differential

Fig. 1. (A) Conventional time averaged grand mean LEP recorded at Cz from 10 subjects each exposed to 40

painful laser stimuli applied to the dorsum of the left hand (50 ms duration, 10 mm diameter, 10 mJ/mm2).

(B) In the time– frequency representation obtained by means of a complex Morlet’s wavelet transform of the grand

mean LEP (A) one can see the power (grey scale) in the low frequency band centered in a time window (0–500

ms), where the response to Adelta-fiber activation was expected but nothing in a window (500–1500 ms), where

we can expect to find a correlate of the second pain. However, the time domain averaging procedure cancels out all

the induced activities, i.e. all activities not strictly phase-locked to the stimulus.

(C) When we apply the discrete wavelet transform to each single trial, followed by an averaging of the powers

across trials (C), it becomes possible to identify non-phase locked activity. One can see an important and broad-band

gap following the late LEP. A decrease of rhythmic activity, especially within the alpha band, occurring during

event-related phenomena, is indicative of desynchronisation. This short-lasting desynchronisation is centered on the

time window (500–1500 ms) where one can expect to observe a correlate of second pain (see also Fig. 2).

L. Plaghki, A. Mouraux / International Congress Series 00 (2001) 000–0004
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124property, Bromm et al. [5] were the first to show records of ultralate-LEPs at the

125appropriate latency for action of C-fibers. Briefly, the superficial branch of the radial

126nerve was compressed by two weights of 700 g attached to a 2-cm-large pad during more

127than 1 h. The ischemic bloc was monitored by the disappearance of the electroneurogram,

128elevation of the threshold for mechanical pressure, loss of cold perception, persistence of

129warm perception and persistence of pain to a pin prick.

130Without the ischemic block, the laser stimulus evoked, as expected, only a late-LEP.

131However, once the block was established, the first pain sensation vanished while the second

132pain was preserved and an ultralate response was observed which disappeared within

133minutes after removal of the block. In addition, ultralate-LEPs disappeared completely

134upon local anesthetic blockade of remaining conducting nerve fibers [18]. Thus, ultralate-

135LEPs could be linked to the direct and selective activation of C-fibers.

136Of note, in order to increase the quality of the signal, they had to apply a latency

137correction before time averaging the sweeps. This is also a difficult method. Indeed, the

138block requires a compression of at least 1 h to be effective and is very unstable in time.

139Furthermore, it can only be applied to a few restricted skin areas (those where a sensory

140nerve is very superficial and crosses a bone giving a rigid support for the pressure block).

141

1423.2. Method 2: selective controlled temperature stimulation of C-fibers

143This second method takes advantage of the difference in heat threshold between Adelta-

144fibers (being about 46 �C) and C-fibers (being about 40 �C). Magerl et al. [22] devised an

145ingenious protocol based on a feedback controlled CO2 laser stimulator which, to our

146knowledge, is unique in the world and located at John Hopkins-University in Baltimore. In

147short, they proceeded as follows: At a base temperature of about 33 �C, the skin was

148exposed to two successive heat ramps at 5-s interval. A first heat ramp, of 50 �C/s lasting
149150 ms, brought skin temperature to 40 �C allowing activation of polymodal C-fibers.

150After another 5 s at 40 �C, the skin was exposed to a second similar heating ramp bringing

151the skin temperature to 48 �C and allowing activation of Adelta-fibers. The first heat ramp

152evoked an ultralate LEP and the second heat ramp a late-LEP. Amplitudes of LEPs evoked

153with the first heat stimulus were significantly lower than those with the second heat

154stimulus, but their scalp distribution was identical. Note that the Adelta burst of action

155potentials arrived at a dorsal horn already exposed to a tonic C-fiber barrage (although C

156polymodal noiceptor response adapts within seconds [23]). In addition, the C polymodal

157noiceptors are activated at threshold levels (as stated by the authors, the temperature of 40

158�C used in their study may be the lower limit to reliably elicit ultralate LEPs).

159

1603.3. Method 3: selective pathology of Adelta-fibers

161Kakigi et al. [24] reported in well-documented studies that pathological conditions exist

162with a loss of Adelta-fibers and that these conditions were characterized by a concomitant

163loss of late-LEPs. However, the time window was not large enough to examine the

164possible appearance of C-fiber evoked brain responses. Lankers et al. [25] observed for the

165first time ultralate cerebral potentials in a patient with hereditary motor and sensory

166neuropathy type I indicating preservation of C-fiber function. As shown in Fig. 2, ultralate
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167LEPs were also observed in a painful peripheral neuropathy characterized by a loss of

168Adelta-fiber function.

1694. Method 4: selective activation of C-fibers by laser stimuli of tiny cutaneous surface

170areas

171Finally, one can take advantage of the fact that C-fibers have a higher density dis-

172tribution than Adelta-fibers [26]. Depending on the species and the methods for quantifi-

173cation, the density distribution of C terminals is about 2–8/mm2 and of Adelta-fibers is < 1/

174mm2 [27]. Let us assume that the spatial distribution of Adelta- and C-fiber terminals has a

175Poisson distribution with average occurrence (kC = 5/mm2 and kD = 0.5/mm2) as given

176above. Suppose we are planning to selectively activate C-fiber terminals with a laser beam

177of diameter d and want to know the probability that there are no Adelta-fiber terminals in

178the target area. What laser beam diameter can guarantee the absence of Adelta terminals

179inside the stimulus surface area (A) with a probability of 90% for instance?

180The probability of no Adelta-fiber terminals in area A is given by:

P½N ½A� ¼ 0� ¼ expð�kDAÞ:

Fig. 2. LEPs recorded at the vertex (Cz –A12) in a patient with Adelta-fiber impairment of the sural nerve.

Following a right ankle sprain, patient presented with a complex regional pain syndrome type I. Laser stimulation

of the lateral part of the left foot elicited a late N2–P2 complex (grey trace). Similar laser stimuli, directed to the

lateral part of the right foot, elicited an ultralate N2–P2 complex (black trace) indicating that the latter was

mediated by preserved C-fiber input, in the absence (or reduction) of Adelta-fibre afferent barrage. The difference

in latency between the N2 or P2 peaks obtained from left and right side of the foot was 950 ms.

Sural nerve biopsy was performed at the right lateral malleolus. Histopathological examination revealed a severe

reduction in small myelinated fascicular fiber density of 55% on average (4272 small myelinated fibers/mm2;

range of normal values 8165 to 9853/mm2).

L. Plaghki, A. Mouraux / International Congress Series 00 (2001) 000–0006
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Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of reaction time (RT) in relation to the surface area of laser stimuli directed to the

dorsum of the hand in one subject. Laser stimuli were of constant energy density (7.6 mJ/mm2). With large surface

areas, the frequency distribution of reaction times was clearly bimodal indicating the existence of two sub-

populations. With a surface area of 15 mm2, the proportion of short RTs (< 600 ms) was rather large (63%). By

reducing the stimulus surface area, the proportion of short RTs became progressively smaller and in favor of RTs of

longer duration. With the tiniest surface area (0.15 mm2), the RTs were mostly of long duration (96% >600 ms).

L. Plaghki, A. Mouraux / International Congress Series 00 (2001) 000–000 7
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181182Thus, for a probability of 0.9 that there are no Adelta-fiber terminals in the skin surface

183area exposed to the laser beam, we must have:

P½N ½A� ¼ 0� ¼ 0:9:

184185This implies that:

expð�kDAÞ ¼ 0:9

186187or

�kDðd=2Þ2p ¼ ln 0:9:

188189Solving for d, we obtain a laser beam diameter of d� 0.5 mm or a surface area of A= 0.21

190mm2.

191If this is applicable to humans, then we can interpret the following experiment [28]. The

192dorsum of the hand was exposed to smaller and smaller laser stimulus surface areas.

193However, the energy density was kept constant at 7.6 mJ/mm2, which is above the

194threshold for first pain. The subjects were asked to respond as fast as possible by pushing a

195button allowing the recording of reaction time. With relative large surface areas (>1.5

196mm2) there was clearly a bimodal distribution in favor of the shortest reaction times (Fig.

1973). With tiny surface areas (0.15 mm2, i.e. more than 100 times smaller than the large one),

198the distribution was still bimodal but clearly in favor of the longest reaction time. In fact,

199more than 90% of reaction times recorded with the tiniest laser beam were above 700 ms.

200There is a convergence of evidence which allows us to say that the first peak corresponds

201to Adelta-fiber activation and the second peak corresponds to detection of C-fiber acti-

202vation in the absence of Adelta activation [29].

203Looking at the brain responses evoked by the large laser stimulus surface areas, there

204was a well-defined late-LEP. However, when stimulating the skin with the very tiny

205beams, evoked potentials appeared with very long latency. These ultralate-LEPs extended

206between 750 and 1200 ms. They are presented in the following section.

2075. Morphology and topography of brain responses to signals ascending through

208C-fibers

209Independently of the laser type used (CO2 laser [28] or Tm YAG laser [30]), ultralate-

210LEPs can be observed after conventional time-averaging. Evoked potentials following

211stimulation of tiny skin surface areas of the dorsum of the hand exhibited an ultralate

212N(900)–P(1100) complex with an average peak-to-peak amplitude of about 15 mV. In the

213presence of such ultralate complex, no stable earlier components linked to the stimulus

214could be identified. Fig. 4 is shows an ultralate-LEP. It is a grand mean obtained from 10

215subjects by laser stimulation of the dorsum of the left hand using a very tiny surface area

216(less than 0.25 mm2) and high energy density (12 mJ/mm2 or 1.5 times threshold for first

217pain). A negative–positive complex, with a large positive component maximal at the

218vertex, characterizes the ultralate-LEP. N responses were small, � 3 ± 1.5 mV on average

219and maximum at about 927 ± 95 ms and appeared not clearly centered over a prevailing

L. Plaghki, A. Mouraux / International Congress Series 00 (2001) 000–0008
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220electrode in this grand mean but, in some subjects, they were maximum at the contralateral

221temporal leads. P responses of + 12 ± 5.1 mV on average were maximum at about 1144 ±

22283.4 ms and centered around Cz.

223These ultralate-LEPs have similar shape and topography (maximal amplitudes were

224always found at central and parietal midline electrodes) as those presented by other in-

225vestigators [5,22,28]. Moreover, except for the longer latency, their morphology and topo-

226graphy is similar to late-LEPs [9]. The smaller amplitude of the N component can be

227explained by the large latency jitter expected for evoked potentials in response to activation

228of the slow conducting C-fibers [31]. Indeed, the latencies of ultralate-LEPs exhibited about

2293 times larger variability within and across the subjects in comparison to those of the late-

230LEPs [18]. This resemblance in shape and scalp topography between late and ultralate-

231LEPs may result from the convergence of Adelta- and C-fiber inputs at all levels of the

232central nervous system [32].

2336. Dipolar modeling of brain responses to signals ascending through C-fibers

234Up to now only one group of investigators has conducted a dipolar modeling study of

235brain responses to signals ascending through C-fibers [30]. Using high resolution EEG and

236a realistic head model that was based on individual magnetic resonance images, they

237reported that ultralate-LEPs could be explained by two dipoles located in the upper bank of

238the contralateral and ipsilateral Sylvian fissure (probably the SII region). The residual

239variance of the dipolar modeling procedure was less than 5%. Adding one dipole in the

Fig. 4. Grand average (mean as thick trace and ± s.e. thin traces) of LEPs at electrode Cz and of brain maps from

nine subjects after tiny laser stimuli (< 0.25 mm2; 12 mJ/mm2) applied to the dorsum of the left hand. Brain maps

are presented as top views when grand average responses reached their largest amplitude. Vertical dashed lines

indicate the time point of each map. N responses (N927 ± 95 ms; mean ± s.d.) were small on average (� 3 ± 1.5

mV) and appeared not clearly centered over one prevailing electrode but in some subjects they were maximum at

the contralateral temporal leads. The major positivity (P1140 ± 83.4 ms) was maximum (mean + 12.1 ± 5.1 mV)
and centered around Cz (from Ref. [30]).
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240median region corresponding to the anterior cingulate gyrus reduced the residual variance

241to 3%. This result is compatible with the assumption that ultralate (C-fiber evoked) and

242late-LEPs (Adelta-fiber evoked) have similar generators.

243However, a combination of scalp recorded evoked potentials and intra-cortical record-

244ings are needed to further improve our understanding of the generation off ultralate-LEPs.

245This approach has been very fruitful for better definition of the generators of late-LEPs as

246demonstrated by studies from Frot and Mauguière [33].

2477. Conclusions

248To record brain responses to signals ascending through C-fibers, the necessary and

249sufficient condition seems to be the avoidance of concomitant activation of Adelta-fibers.

250We reviewed several explanations offered in the literature and added one more, based

251on the phenomenon of post-event desynchronisation. Four methods, having in common

252the ability to selectively activate C-fiber afferents, allow recording of ultralate-LEPs in a

253reliable way and with the appropriate latency for second pain. Exception made for the

254difference in latency, mainly due to the difference in peripheral conduction time, morpho-

255logy and dynamic topography of the ultralate-LEPs (C-fibers) are similar to the late-LEPs

256(Adelta-fibers). These results suggest that both pathways have common cortical gener-

257ators.

258Isolating late and ultralate electrical brain responses with direct and non-invasive

259methods opens new perspectives for the study of cortical processing of signals ascending

260through Adelta and/or C nociceptors and should allow us to better understand their central

261interaction and integration in normal and pathological conditions. Also promising is the

262possibility to study the differential action of analgesic drugs on both pathways, as they are

263equipped with different receptors, transmitters and neuromodulators.
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